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ABSTRACT

We give in this paper the finite group law of a family of super-

groups including the U(l)-extended N=2 super-Poincare group. From this

family of supergroups, and by means of a canonical procedure, we are able

to derive the Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations for the fields contained

in the superfield. In the process, the physical content of the central

charge as the mass parameter and the role of covariant derivatives are

shown to come out canonically from the group structure, and the U(l)-

extended supersymmetry is seen as necessary for the geometric quantization

of the relativistic elementary systems.
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1. Recently it has been introduced [l] a group theoretical formalism for

geometric quantisation vhlch leads to the evolution equation for the wave functions

end, accordingly, to(first) quantized systems. The formalism makes only use

of the parameters of a group G, which may thus be called the "quantum group" and

on canonical structures that may be constructed on it; in this respect, the

approach is close in spirit to that of developing the formalism of gravitational

theories as gauge theories on a group manifold [2]. The details of the above

mentioned quantization procedure [l] need not to concern us now. We shall only

mention at present that the formalism is "based on the consideration of central

extensions G of a Lie group G by U(l). Physically, the importance of

these "quantum" U(l) extensions may be gathered forir. the case of galilean quantum

mechanics, where the ordinary Galilei group does not even leave the Schr'odinger

lagrangi&n invariant and where the necessity of the phase transformation factors

for covariance indicate the relevance of the extended Galilei group. The

generalization of the formalism to the case of a super-Lie group SG may also

be easily performed once the modifications of the Cartan calculus required by

the graded structure of the supergroup, which includes, anticommuting variables,

are properly taken into account [3]-

The presence of the central U(l) subgroup is clearly associated to a

central generator, i.e., to a central charpe_,in complete analogy to the presence

of the mass in the extended 11-parameter Galilei group G(m) [U ,1 ]. In this

paper we analyze the problem and the physical meaning of extending by U(l) the

(H=2)-super-Poincare group. As is well known, supersymmetry [5] provides a way

of bypassing the no-go theorems [6] when the spinorial generators are allowed

to belong to some representation of an internal symmetry group. It is to be

remarked, however, that the ordinary super-Poincare' group itself cannot be

extended by (mass) central charges as one realizes from the impossibility of
*)constructing a cocycle out of the supertranslations alone, nevertheless, It is

well known that the N-super-Poincare group may be extended [7], leading to the

presence of central charges [8]. To begin with, here we wish to consider the

extended supersymmetry form the point of view of (super) group extension theory,

providing the extension cocycle and the finite group composition law. We shall

restrict ourselves for simplicity to the extended N=2 supersymmetry which may

be considered as "minimal" and It is sufficient to illustrate the formalism and

its applications. Our aim is to show that once the H=2 supersymmetry group

*} The existence of a cocycle essential In group extension theory,

instance, Ref.U.

See, for



is extended by U(l) i t becomes a "quantum" group and accordingly leads to the

(relativist ic) wave equations of the basic (first) quantized systems in much the

same way that G, , , the quantum group of galilean relativity, leads[l] to the

Schrodlnger equation.

In short, we propose for the group law of the extended N=2 supersymmetry

group SG, the (super) quantum group, the following

f 9>~)

where g = (xW, 6 ° , § " ) , £ - ( g , ? ) , ? £ U ( l ) , P ^ R * * , [P
y] = (mass)1 and the

1 - -1/2

supertranslations 6,6 have dimensions of (mass) ; the euclidean (latin) indices

i,J and the spinorial ones a,3 take the values 1,2. ( l . l ) corresponds in

fact to a family of H=2 super-Poincare groups parametrized "by X,X (see

la t e r ) ; i t should be noted, for instance, that the term in m in the definition
*)

of the extension cocycle £{g',g) is relevant precisely because i^ l . (in

( l . l ) we have disregarded the action of the remaining Lorenta transformations;

this is because our quantization formalism is essentially unaffected by the

semisimple subgroups "because of their t r iv ia l symplectic cohomology. Thus,in

( l . l ) p does not appear as a group parameter).

Given a (super) group law such as ( l . l ) , i t is possible to define the

left and right vector fields [9]. The lef t , for instance, are given by

XL = -L.

(1.2)

(U(l) central vector field)

*) i.e., it is not a cohoundary (see, e.g., [h]); the addition of a coboundary

to a cocycle does not modify the group structure.

and have the following commutation/antIconmutation rules

any other )> ̂  0 any other = 0

<#

h-4

(1.3)

The last (anti)commutation relation has not the customary form for the extended

11=2 supersymmetry, but it may brought to it by a redefinition of the basis of
' *)

the algebra. For this reason, we shall also put X =1 henceforth ; in the
same way, a redefinition of the 6's would allow us to eliminate the X

above are the so called covariant derivatives;

in the

case X=0. The vector fields D

they may be used to introduce constraints compatible with the group action when

this action is defined "by right vector fields because right and left vector fields

commute [9,l]. Their form, as well as that of any vector field, is not uniquely

determined because of the different forms which can be given for £ in (l.l)

(see footnote on page 3). This accounts for the different expressions which may

be found, in general, for covariant derivatives. It should be noted in (1.3)

the presence of the constant m with dimensions of mass (see (l.l)) as a central

charge.

CO

Given (1-3), one may derive the canonical left 1-form [9] on SG valued

on i t s (super)Lie algebra with the result

The 1-form accompanying ^ in the last term may be called [l] the vertical

component 0 since i t is the part of e dual (Qi^,) = l,@'any other) = 0)

*) Putting 1=1 and X =0 would immediately give the customary extended H=2

supersymmetry, "but we wish to retain p. (recall that we have ignored the

Lorentz generators).

-It-
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to the central generator with defines a flbered structure. Specifically,

SG —•• SG, . , s SG, SG being the H=2 supersymmetry defined by (1.1} without the

U(l) term (compare with the Galilei case :

group).

^ Aid) = ordinary Galilei

2. To obtain the relativistic wave equations j t is necessary to impose certain

constraints on the superfield. On the above mentioned approach to geometric

quantisation, the (super)field is in general a complex function $ of the parameters

of ( l . l ) - the only variables of the theory - which satisfies the equivariance

condition, £J * = i % ; this implies * (xW,pU,9,i,Z) = ?* (xV,pV,9,»). To

completely reduce the superfield, further conditions have to be imposed. In

the language of geometric quantisation, these are called polarizations. Here

they are given [ l ] "by a subspace of 3£ (SG) (the superalgebra generated by the

vector fields of (l.?))whieh includes the characteristic module of © , i . e . , the

vector fields of the general form

(2.1)

which satisfy i y © = i v ( i © = ° '*• means inner product of forms and vector

fields). This condition leaves the bosonic coordinate Xu of 7 unrestricted

and gives for the feraionie components X , X the equations

x = o (2.2)

2 2
whose compatibility condition is precisely that p * m , which allows us at

this stage to identify these parameters aa momentum and mass. Solving (2.2)

we obtain that the characteristic module C/ft is generated by, for instance,

>
r
k

The complete set of constraints (polarizations) is obtained by adding to (2.3)

a set of vector fields In such a way that we obtain an horizontal subalgebrs.

(i.e., such that ® ( X ) 5 i x © = 0 for all the vector fields defining the

reducing conditions). This is obtained by adding to (2.3) the covariant

derivatives D, „, and 5,.. •,. The other possibility, V, .* and D/.^,
\tXe-} \ CCX J \ C(X} \ B e t

may be shown to lead to similar results; however, an election such as

D(a2) a n d *(a2) i s n o t P° 3 3 l b l ( 3 because <C D a 2 '
 Dd2 "^ " ̂  l s n o t horizontal.

The maximal set of constraints is thus completely determined.

When applied to the superfield ?(x ,p ,9",Q?), the above conditions

reduce $ to a new superfield * depending only on 6 ,, 5" and p V which

admits the expansion

where the independent fields in (2.U) satisfy the equations in momentum space

(p2^m2)Cp(p) = 0, (P
2-m2)<f'(p) = 0 and

'•H I V • (2.5)

Eq.(2.5) - as well as those equations that show the dependence of if and

V on If — comes from the condition imposed by C [(2.3)]- Thus, apart

from the two KG fields <f and *P , (2.1*) includes a Dirac field [*=(* ,™ )]
? 2

made out of two Weyl spinors (recall that in (2.5) the condition p =m is

already fulfi l led); al l fields have the same i,-.:; : m ' . Thus, the extended

M=2 super-Poincare, taken as a quantum group, leads to the Klein-Gordon and

the Dirac fields as the basic ones of re la t iv is t ic quantum mechanics. I t should

be noted that 11=2 corresponds to the minimal group; M=l does not allow for a

central charge associated with the mass (extension by U(l)) . Bead differently,

the above results mean that re lat ivis t ic quantum mechanics not only allows for,

but requires the existence of both bosons and fermlons since the Poincare group

does not admit non-trivial extensions by U(l)$ these extensions, which are

necessary for the above group approach to quantization,are only obtained from

the N-super-Poincare' group. In contrast, the Galilei group does not require

a supersymmetric extension to be quantized in the above sense El] (although i t

may be equally done [10]). This is In agreement with the well known result that

the spin-statist ics connection finds i t s natural place in the framework of

re la t iv is t ic field theory.

In a l l the above the parameter X has been kept arbitrary although only

*) It should be clear that our aim was not to represent the extended H-super-

symmetry, a problem which would have led to a variety of multlplets [8].The set

of basic fields here obtained is, nevertheless, one of them.

-5-



X = 0 and X $ 0 are essentially different. The case of X = 1 corresponds

to the customary super-Polneare' symmetry; X = 0 may "be used in connection with

the aon-relativistic limit. In the case of m = 0, the remaining term in £,

[(l.l)] still gives a cocycle which defines an extension of (N=>1 or 11=2) super-

Poineare which leads to the Weyl equations for the massless neutrino. The

connection of the above results with those obtained in the framework of a

pseudoclassical [11,12] model where the role of the central charges was also

explored [ll] will 'be considered elsewhere.
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